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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

MORE RAMBLINGS
Welcome to the February, 2019 edition of Downshift. Did you
notice how the “Downshift” heading on the cover is retro back to
our original script? Way cool, thanks Bren.

Last month I wrote “We are a “car club” and our goal is member
enjoyment”. Towards that end we are making some updates to
the way we run the club.

Monthly Membership Dinner: we are no longer having a raffle
every meeting. The process seems to have lost it’s focus. To help us refocus we are
planning three dinner meetings a year with a raffle (March, June, September). We will
be able to advertise and remind everyone before hand to make it a special event. On
the non-raffle months we will be having other “after meeting” activities. These
activities will be, but not limited to, guest speakers, trivia quiz night, video, pictures
from my vacation (not really - just checking if you’re paying attention) and other
members suggestions. Suggest away, please.

Club Tours will see a change in how we sign-up for tours. The tour leader(s) will present
their tour info at the monthly dinner meeting as usual. Tour registration sign-up be a
minimum of one week later online. After an email blast goes out to all members telling
them of the tour and when sign-up is open on motorsport.reg. This way everyone knows
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of the tour and has equal opportunity to enroll. Why are we doing this? Because we
have moved from a small club, 125 total members, to a large club with 427 total
members.

We are updating and constantly improving our website, please check it out and let us
know how we’re doing. We have hired a web designer/consultant to work with us. She
was scheduled to be our January dinner meeting guest speaker, unfortunately that
didn’t work out. This may be rescheduled so we can all review and learn together. Our
goal is to put YOUR website back on your “places to visit” electronically list.

First Saturday of the Month schedule. We are scheduling events for every “First
Saturday” throughout the year. There are “Porsches and Coffee” with a tech session in
the non-driving season and Arrive and Drives for the driving season. The first Saturday
throughout the year is a Porsche Club event designed to not take-up the whole day. This
should help make activity planning easier for us.

Looking at our calendar we have only one tour scheduled, in August. It’s time to start
filling the Calendar, it’s time to volunteer. Come join your fellow volunteers, the water is
fine!

Tim
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MEET THE 2019

HDR BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President, Tim Hagner

Vice President, Scott Lauray

Secretary, Mary Sanders
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Treasurer, Jeanine Faria

Tours Chairman, Joe Mansfield

Arrive and Drive Chairman, Tim Morris
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Safety/ Insurance Chairperson, Lisa
Sarmiento

Membership Chairperson, Kim Morris

Historian, Roger Sanders
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Past President, Jerry Kolb

Website Chairman, David Gentry

Director at Large, Sam Davis
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Director at Large, Rob Kutz

Director at Large,
Jim Felton

Downshift Editor,
Bren Hirschberg
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UPCOMING EVENTS
FEB 2- CARS AND COFFEE, 9AM MIKE SIMMONS’ SHOP
FEB 13- BOARD MEETING
FEB 20- MEMBER DINNER MEETING AND TRIVIA NIGHT, 6PM KENDALL PORSCHE
FEB 24- CHILI COOK-OFF, 5PM KENDALL PORSCHE
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CARS AND COFFEE
Jan 5, 2019

Jim and Jeanette Beeger welcomed the HDR to their
ranch in SE Bend for the 2019’s first “Cars and Coffee”.
All who attended were WOWED by Jim’s garage and
enjoyed browsing around prior to the presentation.
In addition to some terrific cars, Jim has amassed the
finest and most complete collection of Automotive
posters and banners, especially of Laguna Seca - his
previous haunt, any of us have ever seen! He also owns
what has to be one of the most complete libraries of
Automobile resource books in the USA. VERY
IMPRESSIVE!! We all could have spent the entire day
there.
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HDR’s new President, Tim Hagner, arranged for
a presentation by Dave Kelley of Northwest
Wheel Repair on Winter Tires. The timely topic
was well presented in a way to make sense and
remove the mystery from a confusing subject.
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Dave covered “all-season tires”, studded
tires, and “winter tires”. Explaining the
applications, limitations, and science
behind each choice for us here in Central
Oregon. The attentive crowd had many
questions for Dave and we all came away
with a much better understanding of the
advantages of specialized tires in different
applications.
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Pres. Hagner’s idea of “studded tires” for your Porsche.
No wonder we have such chewed up asphalt around
Bend!
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UNDER THE WEATHER???
Black Ice, fog, a coat of snow… about this time every year those of us with a “driving
habit” start to feel a bit down and wonder how we can maintain our Porsche
enthusiasm for the next few months. Ok, some of us actually like the winter to ski,
snowshoe, etc. - some of us head for a “warm up” in Hawaii or La Quinta, but most of us
are starting to show signs of Porsche-withdrawal!
But there is Porsche-life in Central Oregon. Look at what some of your friends are doing
“under the weather”!

Some head down
to Kendall Porsche
and see the new
stuff, whether it’s
a GT3, 911
Touring, gold GT2,
or a Panamera
Sport Tourismo
there is lots of
good stuff to drool
over.
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While you are there, go over to the
Porsche Classic area- Steve and Mike
have lots of neat restoration
projects that will inspire you to do
some “spiffing up” on your own
Porsche. This concours-level full
restoration of a Sky Blue ’64 356 C is
definitely inspiring!

Tim Morris at German Master Tech always has interesting projects and modifications in
progress that may help you plan your next upgrade.
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Jaan, in GMT’s resto shop is happy to show you the details of this superb Slate Grey ’67
911S that is in the final stages of a complete restoration.

What about the “normal members” ( I use that term carefully) of the HDR? What are
they doing? Well, ask Bob Townes about the paint restoration on his ’76 912E, …..or
check out what Tim Hagner has been doing – resurrecting a 944!
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Car folks are car folk, not just
Porsche-people, and Pete
Olson’s Indy Race Car drew a
few of us out to Steve
Cunningham’s shop to snuggle
in and dream of how it would
be…….

Back to the Porsches, Fred Nielsen is finishing up the final restoration touches on his
very original Dolphin Grey 1966 911 – look for it at the Classic Drives this spring!

Mike Simmons always has something in a state of pre-concours preparation. Here is the
detailed engine on his GT3RS that he did in deep dark December. Could be another Blue
Ribbon in his future!
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Or, how about an outof-body experience
with the engine to his
‘85 Carrera?
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Then, it goes back in with the rest of the underside just as clean and prepared.

So, pack away those winter blues, turn on the garage heater, and find yourself a fun
little project on your Porsche. Before you know it – it will be spring and driving time!
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JANUARY MEMBER MEETING
AND DINNER
The Taco Bar was very popular!

Take your breath (and wallet!) away “ surprise of the night” was two GT2RS’s
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The “program” for the meeting was a presentation of the newly enhanced and revised
HDR Website. Tim Hagner held a short tutorial for members to learn how to navigate the
site and learn its new features.
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IN THE REAR VIEW
MIRROR
Where were we in past winters?

A hardy, wine-fortified, fun-loving group took a Snow Cat tour from Mt. Bachelor out to
Elk Lake Resort (a 2 hour journey) for dinner in January 2011.
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